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Abstract— Robotic operations within unstructured and hazardous environments, such as nuclear sites, require autonomy
with complex decision making. As industry is conservative and
safety is paramount autonomous operation is slow in uptake.
In the nuclear industry it is still common to rely on teleoperated robots. Tele-operation however can be strenuous and
demanding on operating personnel and productivity can be
low without advanced HRI interfaces. To bridge the practical gap between autonomous and tele-operated robot, this
paper introduces the concept and an architecture for Remotely
Instructed Robots (RIRs), which are reliable but still rely
on human intelligence. RIRs can accept high and low level
commands from the operator and execute tasks based on
operators’ descriptions and at a variety of complexity levels.
The paper presents a theoretical and programming framework
to develop novel human interaction for RIRs and discusses
effective communications via novel VR solutions and learning
based anticipatory behaviour for this family of robots.
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Fig. 1: User paradigm of autonomy levels

I. Introduction
In his authoritative overview of the area of humanrobot interactions (HRI) research, Sheridan [1] divided the
development need roughly into four areas: telerobots for
supervised routine task execution, teleoperated robots by
human feedback control, human interaction in automated
vehicles and HRI for social robots. Telerobots, automated vehicles and social robots exhibit some degree of autonomous
behaviour where they plan, decide and execute in response to
some human communication, i.e. human control is indirect
and the ultimate decision is with the machine.
In this paper we consider a family of telerobots that we
will call remotely instructed robots (RIR). We distinguish
RIR’s from the rest of telerobots by the limited abstraction
level of the human instruction they can receive. A RIR is a
mobile or stationary robot with material handling capabilities
with arm(s) that is tele-operable and can accept high level
commands such as ”pick up object B and place it into
container C” or ”pick up and carry object A to place B”,
etc. The RIR family can include intelligent glove boxes for
the nuclear industry or warehouse robots that pick up and
bring requested items. In principle, the aim of this paper is to
strike a balance in order to find a suitable level of autonomy
[2] and actively engage human operators (as depicted in Fig.
1).
The novelty of this paper lies in developing a suitable
model of human robot interaction (HRI) for RIRs through
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effective, language based communication and the formation
of a shared knowledge base with the RIR’s operator. It also
focuses on understanding the user-centric design considerations of the interface used for language based communication. Language based communication is augmented with the
robot presenting its model of its working environment to its
operator who can point to locations and objects to complement its verbal communication. We developed 3D pointing,
use of gestures and voice commands while also relying on
symbolic, audio, visual and tactile feedback by the robot to
its operator. For achieving high productivity in interactions.
we developed camera/lidar and deep-learning based ability
of the robot to generate a synthetic model of its working
environment. This synthetic model is continuously presented
to the operator to support unambiguous instructions by the
operator to the robot. We have developed virtual reality
demonstration of the methods, practical implementation of
the proposed model is beyond the scope of this paper.
The paper is organized as follows: section II briefly
discusses the agent formalism for RIR’s decisions, Section
III highlights the need for novel interface design. Section
4 presents methods for 3D synthetic views; virtual reality
(VR) interactions are introduced in Section 5 and the paper
finishes with conclusions.
II. An Agent Model for RIR
The agent model to control the RI robot will be symbolized by the tuple R = (P, A, C, K, D) where P stands
for its perception, A stands for its actions skills, C stands
for its communications skills, K denotes its knowledge
representation and D denotes its decision making algorithms
that use all of P, K to decide whether to perform some

